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1. Introduction 

Future high energy physics experiments at a new generation of hadron colliding 
beam accelerators;will impose stringent requirements cin particle calorimetry. Good 
energy and space resolution, fast 'response and high radiation resistance are required. 
Lead-scintillating fibre (SciFi) calorimeters are attractive candidates. · Several 
experimental groups [1-6] have been carrying out research work in this field for the 
last few years. 

In the present paper we analyse the effect of a variety of calorimeter parameters 
on the energy resolution of SciFi calorimeters using the Monte Carlo (MC) method. 
The parameters include the passive (absorber) to active (fibres) material volume ratio, 
fibre radius, reflectivity (light reflection coefficient at fibre end), transparency of fibres, 
and the tilt angle (i.e. the ·angle between the particle direction and the fibre axis).When 
possible we compare MC results with the existing experimental 'oata. 

We conclude by deriving an expression for the eriergy resolution as a function 
of the basic calorhneter structure parameters. · · 

2. Simulated Setup 

We simulated a calorimeter block of the volume 20 x 20 x 40 cm3• To compare 
our results with experiment as well as to study the influence of energy _leakage on. 
energy resolution, results from a sub-block of smaller dimension was also extracted in 
some cases. The MC code is based on the GEANT 3.15 package [8]* . The passive 
material has been treated as a homogenous mixture of lead and epoxy glue. The kinetic 
energy cut-offs for both electrons and gammas have been taken 10 keV. Delta 
electrons over an energy threshold of 10 keV have been generated explicitly. Our 
simulations have been carried out for a broad set of input conditions, in some cases 
chosen in order to compare with existing experimental data, including: .. 
• material volume ratios (lead: glue: fibre) of: 1: 0.17: 1, 1.8: 0.085: I, 4: 0.0425: I; 
• tilt angle values of: 0.5°, 2°, 3°, 5°, 10°; 
• fibre diameters of: 0.5 mm, 0.75 mm, 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm; 
• other fibre characteristics such as the attenuation length and the reflectivity at the 
fibre end have also been treated. 

The fibres were placed in a hexagonal matrix with each fibre equidistant to its 
• six neighbours. The simulations were carried out for a square beam of I x I cm2 of 
··uniform illumination. To investigate the effect of th_e fibre spacing on the energy 
resolution a narrow beam (beam spot area.comparable with fib~e spacing).was used in 
some casesi 

The energy resolution was analysed using the formula: 

o , ; = ft G;.b. ( I) 

• We confronted the calculations based on GEANT 3.15 witb those based on GEANT 3.16 and 'no 
substantial changes were noticed. 
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The stochastic (sampling) coefficient given by the square sum of two terms 

a= ,Ja~ +a; represents the combined effect of sampling (a1) and photostatistics 

fluctuations (a2). :r'1e coefficient b characterises non statistical effects that ,degrade the 
energy resolution .such as non-uniformity in the fibre spacing, energy leakage, light 

attenuation in the fibre, etc. The operation EB means that the stochastic ( a/ ✓E) and 
· constant (b) terms are summed quadratically. 

3. Simulation Results 

3.lJnfluence of Reflection :md Attenuatio~ Le~gth 

A detai_led MC: analysis of the SciFi cai~rimeter energy ~esoluti~n dependence 
on fibre reflectivity .and attenuation length was carried out for a sub-block of. the 
volume IO x IO. x 30 cm3 :This. was do_ne for. absorber-to-fibres ratio of 4: I, ·fibre 
diameter of 1 mm, tilt angles of 0.5°, 2°, 3°, 5°, 10°, reflectivity values of,0%, 10%, 
70%, 100% and attenuation lengths of oo, 150 cm, 75 cm, 50 cm. The energy 
resolution was studied for the incident energies 1 , 5, 10, 20 and 40 GeV. To.simulate 
the reflectivity and light attenuation in fibres, the energy deposited in the fibres has 
been multiplied by the foUowing empirically determined weight factor (1) 
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Fig. I. Energy resolution as a function of 1/✓E for four values of attenuation length 
and reflectivity. (Tilt angle = 3°, Packing ratio (Absorber: Fibre) = 4: I, Fibre 
diameter= I mm) 
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where / is the distance from the place of energy deposit to the place oflight collection, 
Lis the fibre length, 'A, is the attenuation length and r is the reflectivity of the fibre end 
(away from the place oflight collection). 

The results of the simulation for a tilt angle of 3° are presented in Fig. I. From 
it can be figure out that the influence. of the light attenuation is more .significant for 
lower values of the reflectivity (Fig. I a, I b ). When the level of the reflectivity is more 
than 70% and the attenuation length is longer than the fibre length the energy 
resolution is practically the same for all cases. If the tilt angle is greater than ~I O the 
dependence of the stochastic term on reflectivity and light attenuation is weak. 

The constant term in the formula (I) for the energy resolution as a function of 
the tilt angle for different values of reflectivity and attenuation length is plotted in 
Fig.2. From this figure we see that the constant term noticeably depends on the 
attenuation length at low levels of reflectivity (~40%). At high values of reflectivity 
(~70%) the effect oflight attenuation is partially compensated (Fig.2c, 2d). 
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The dependence· of the constant and stochastic terms on reflectivity for a tilt 
angle of3° is shown in Fig.3. The stochastic term (Fig.3a) is practically independent of 
reflectivity and attenuation length at this and all others different tilt angles. The 
constant term (Fig.3b) shows a stronger dependence on reflectivity than the stochastic 
one, especially for short attenuation lengths. 

We conclude that the dependence of the SciFi calorimeter energy resolution on 
reflectivity and attenuation length is weak at attenuation lengths greater than several 
(2-4) fibre lengths. At the shorter attenuation lengths the dependence is noticeable but 
influence only the constant term. At high values of reflectivity this effect is partially 1, 
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(Tilt angle= 3°, Packing ratio (Absorber: Fibre)= 4: l, Fibre diameter= l mm) The 
curves have been drawn only to guide the eye. 
compensat

0

ed, This behaviour is not strongly dependent on the tilt· angle although the 
effect is somewhat diminished wh_en the tilt angle increases. 

3.2 Influence of Tilt Angle 

An influence of the tilt angle on the SciFi energy resolution was noticed early in 
SciFi calorimeter tests (2]. To investigate the tilt angle influence we simulated the 
setup at five different tilt angles (0.5, 2, 3, 5, and 10°) for the fibre diameter of l mm 
and absorber~to-fibre volume ratio 4: l. The results for the energy resolution are 
presented in Fig. 4 and Table I. 

tilt angle 0.5° 2.0° 3.0° 5.0° 10.0° 

a 27.24±0.43 16.67±0.13 15.83±0.57 IS.I 1±0.26 13.46±0.21 

b 6.65±0.20 4.44±0.06 3.63±0.20 2.31±0.14 0,00±0.20 

r.2 I ndf 0.29 0.065 2.67 0.48 0.51 

Table I. Energy resoluti~n coefficiei-1ts a arid h VS. the tilt angle at fibre-to-lead 
ratio I A and fibre diameter of I mm. . . 
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Fig.4. Energy resolution as a function of 1/✓E for four different tilt angles.(Packing 
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The strong influence of the tilt angle on the energy resolution is obvious from Fig. 4a, 
where the results for the tilt angles of 0,5° and 10° are compared. The stochastic and 
constant terms as a function of tilt angle are given in Fig. 5. The constant term 
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decreases almost linearly to zero at an angle of 10°. The stochastic term depends very 
weakly on the tilt angle until the tilt angle is less than ~2°. This term dramatically 
increases for small tilt angles because of the greater sampling fluctuation in these cases 
(see part 5). · 

3.3 Volume Material Ratio Influence 

The results ofsimulations discussed so far were obtained for the calorimeter 
block :very similar to a SP ACAL SciFi calorimeter module which was built with a 4: 1 
packing fraction in order to make it compensating [2]. To find the dependence of a 
SciFi calorimeter resolution on volume ratio we have simulated the SciFi calorimeter 
response for three absorber-to-fibre volume ratios: 1: 1, l.8: 1 and 4: I. The dependence 
was investigated at a tilt angle of 3°. The simulation results presented in Fig. 6 show 
that this dependence is strong. The energy resolution is improving significantly when 
the ratio is changed from 4:1 to l:l. In Fig.6, the energy resolution has also been 
plotted as a function of the sampling fraction, i.e. the ratio of the energy deposited in 
the active material (fibres) to the total energy. The dependence of the stochastic (Fig. 
6b) and constant (Fig.6c) terms on the sampling fraction are also shown. The energy 
resolution as a function of the sampling fraction is plotted in Fig. 6d for 10 GeV 
incident particles. 
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From the presented results it is clear that the energy resolution becomes better 
if the sampling fraction increases. The dependence is significantly strong for both the 
constant term and the stochastic one . A more detailed analysis of influence of the 
sampling·fraction on energy resolution will be given in the next paragraphs. 

3.4 Fibre Diameter Influence 

A SciFi calorimeter response for a wide beam (global response) is built up of 
the local responses measured at different· impact points ( a detailed analysis of the 
relation between SciFi calorimeter· global response distribution and its local one is 
made elsewhere [7]). If the structural non-uniformity of the SciFi calorimeter becomes 
large, its energy resolution degrades because of the greater response non-uniformity. · 

To reduce these fluctuations while keeping the absorber-to-fibre volume ratio constant, 
more fibres should be employed with the fibre diameters being reduced. We have 
investigated .the SciFi calorimeter response with a volume material ratio of 4: I at 
different fibre diameters (0.5 mm, 0.75 mm, l.O mm, and l.5 mm). Calculations were 
carried out for a.set of incident energies: 5, 10, 20 50, and 100 GeV. In Fig. 7a, we 
compare the energy resolution for two diameters (0.5 mm and I .0 mm) as a function of 
incident energy whil.e in Fig 7b the energy resolution at IO GeV is shown as a function 
of fibre diarileter. The strong influence of the fibre diameter on energy resolution is 
evident. We see that a reduction of fibre diamet_er leads to a significant decrease of 
both the sampling fluctuations (stochastic term) and the structural non-uniformity 
(constant term). · 
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4; Comparisons with Experiments 

Comparison of the simulated·. results· with experiment is very important: for 
judging of the predictions made on the basis of MC results. Hence, when possible, we 
have compared the results of our simulations with experimental data. In these 
simulations we have tried to take into account all. nuances of the experiment being 
compared with. 
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We have simulated the 
calorimeter tests described in 
the paper of Dagoret et al. [4]. 
In their calorimeter the fibres of 
0.5 mm diameter were used and 
lead was used as an absorber 
material. In that paper a 
significant difference between 
the energy resolution measured 
in the PS and SPS beams is 
reported. Both the experimental 
data and our simulated results 
are plotted in Fig.8. Note the 
discrepancy between the high 
energy SPS and the low energy 
PS data .. The simulation is in 
good agreement with the 

experimental data measured in the SPS beam. In this case the resolution coefficients a 
and h for both the MC and experiment comply with each other in the limits of errors. 

We have also compared our simulations with the results fr'om the SPACAL 
collaboration [2] (Fig.9). Here the difference between the experimental and MC 
resolution is large, especially in the constant terms which differ significantly: 1.99 % 
(experiment) vs. 3.57% (MC). Although we are not positive of the source of the 
discrepancy, we believe it could be due to the "narrowness" of the beam used in the 
experiment. The reasons are as follows. The response of a scintillating fibre calorimeter 
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strongly depends on the 
position of the incident electron 
impact point (i.e. how far from 
a fibre is the point of impact) 
particularly for high lead-to
fibre ratios and tilt angles less 
then 5°. This means that the 
measured energy resolution of 
such a calorimeter is sensitive 
to the beam diameter, He_nce, 
one can expect the impact point 
to play an important role in the 
case of narrow beams (where 
the effective beam diameter is 
less then /or comparable with / 
the fibre-to-fibre distance). 
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Fig. I 0. Energy resolution as a function of beam size. 
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4: 1, fibre diameter= 1 mm) 

To understand the 
magnitude of the effect, the 
energy resolution dependence 
on the beam width has been 
investigated by. MC 
simulations. We used a 10 GeV 
incident electron energy, a 4: 1 
lead-to-fibre volume ratio and a 
tilt angle of 3°. A square beam 
profile was used. The beam axis 
has been pointed to a point 
with the average local 
resolution (see below). Results 
are presented in Fig.10, The 
SP ACAL collaboration has 
measured their energy 

resolution at 40 GeV for different impact positions [2]. They found oscillations in the 
energy resolution as the impact point scans across from fibre to fibre with the best 
resolution occurring when the beam is situated between the fibres. These oscillations 
neatly demonstrate the dependence of response on impact point seen by MC (and 
cannot be explained by e.g. the fibre-to-fibre response fluctuations). From our point of 
view the energy resolution is a global characteristics of calorimeter and therefore "the 
wide beam" should be used for finding it. Our explanation of the discrepancy is that the 
resolution reported by the SPACAL is a "local" one which could be caused by the 
effectively narrow beam used in their experiment. To demonstrate this we have 
simulated calorimeter local responses (the zero-width beam fixed at a certain point) at 
100 different impact points for 5 and 40 GeV incident particles (electrons).The impact 
points have been chosen randomly over an area of 1 cm2 • At each point a set of events 
has been simulated (about 100 events per point) resulting, at last, in a local response· 
distribution. As a result we have got 100 local response distributions at both incident 
energies. From these two sets of the · local distributions. we extracted . the average 
responses and standard deviations and used them for. calculation of the local 
resolutions at all impact points for the both incident energies; The mean value (m.v.) of 
local resolution'(calculated from the set oflocal resolutlons for different impact points) 
was 7.13% and 2.76% and corresponding sta~dard deviation (s.d.) was 0.69% and 
0.40% for· the incident energies 5 and 40 GeV,' respectively. It is interesting to 
compare the MC local resolution distribution at 40 GeV (m.v. = 2.76% and s.d. = 
0.40%) with the resolution distribution measured by SPACAL (m.v.=3.85 %. and 
s.d.=0.43%). The average SPACAL resolution at 40 GeV (3.85%) is worse than ~he 
MC average local resolution (fixed zero-width beam) (2.76%) but is better than the 
MC resolution for wide beam (4.5%). That is why we think that the curve presented in 
the SPACAL paper is a resolution corresponding to the used narrow (effectively) 
beam. In this case the constant term is underestimated. More details can be found. in 
[7]. 
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We have also simulated 
a calorimeter block with the 
lead-to-fibre ratio 4: 1 and fibre 
diameter 0.5 mm and compared 
it with the experimental results 
presented by Badier at al. [5]. 
In Fig. I I our MC data and the 
experimental ones are 
compared. A satisfactory 
agreement between the MC and 
experiment has been achieved. 
From this comparison we 
further see that the calorimeters 
using fibres with diameter 0.5 
mm have an acceptable 
constant term, i.e. an 

acceptable level of response non-uniformity also at the compensating absorber-to
fibres ratio 4: 1. 
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To investigate 
calorimeters with a high 
sampling ratio, we have 
simulated a calorimeteL similar 
to •that used by Hertzog et al. 
[3]. In this case the fibre-to
lead-to-glue volume ratio was 
50 : 35 : 15 and a tilt angle was 
5.6°. From Fig.12 we can see a 
satisfactory agreement between 

0 o 1 
2 3 4 5 • our MC and the experiment. 

Energy I GeV I Some , differences at , higher 

·· Fig.12. Experimental points [3] compared with our energies could be caused by the 
simulation results. (Tilt angle= 5.6°, Packing ratio energy leakage presented in the 
(Fibre: Lead: Glue)= 50: 35: 15, fibre diameter =L experimental calorimeter block 
mm) , because its d_epth was only 12.5 

· . . radiation . lengths while in the 
MC we used twice as depth. The fit to the energy resolution [3] cr/E = 6.3% /✓E and 
no constant term was considered in their paper. · 

5. A Simple Parametrization Formula for the Stochastic Term 

We have analysed _the dependence of the energy resolution· on various SciFi 
calorimeter parameters. It was shown in the previous patagraph that the results of our 
simulations are generally in goo<l"agreement with experimental data. We now attempt 
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to derive an expression for the stochastic term as a function of the sampling fraction, 
fibre diameter and tilt angle. 

Let us assume that a shower is initiated by an incident particle, with the tilt 
angle 0, in a calorimeter with the sampling fraction Sr and fibre diameter d. Assuming 
that in average a shower particle deposits an energy q.cr in fibre at one crossing, we can 
conceive the shower as 

N=!i_ (3) 
qclf 

energy spots distributed in a calorimeter according a shower profile function. In such a 
way the calorimeter sampling fraction can be treated as a probability that· the energy 
spot q.tr wotlid be deposited in active medium. Bence, the number of spots deposited in 
active material is a binomial random variable but for small Sr (Sr <<l) and large N the 
binomial distribution goes to a Poisson one. Therefore for the average number of spots 
deposited in the fibres and its standard deviation ~e can write 

and 

' s, N =.'i -N=- -E 
s r q"' 

-r.:r ~s·r a: =v1_v, = -.£ 
q"' . 

(4), 

(5). 

Herice for the resolution we have (assuming the constani term is zero):' 

'& = a, = ✓ qeff • ~-

N, Sr vE 
(6) .. 

;it' f \',"' i . ' · . 1 ~ •- " ' • < ' • ,r I 

It should be noted_ that at high sampling fractionsthePoisson character _of energy 
deposition. distribution disappears and the standard de~~~tion of bin,?mial distribution 

u = ✓N.• ( l.~ s,).' sh?ul~ be ~sed. In mostconditions the s~ril~l~n~ fraction is less t?ail 

l O % (the sampling fraction for volume fibre to lead ratio I: l \s approximately IO _°/o) 
and hence the Poisson approximation is sufficient .. • : _. '. . • , :: _-- . - -

From eq.6°it follows that the stochastic term coeffi~ie11t'a is given as a 'function of Sr 

and q.fr(a ~ ✓q•:½r) wi~h'a dependenc~ ?~-~h~,~ih-~~~ie,~n:~ fibre diameter hidd~~ in 

q.cr . As the quantity q•lf has been interpreted as an average energy loss_ of s~ower 
particle in fibre at one crossing we can express it as - · · 

d 
qcff =const--.-0-. (7) 

- Stn eff .;., 

where d is the fibre diameter, and 0c1r is an effective angle betv,:een the particle 
direction and fibre-axis. -

To find a dependence of, e.rr on- the tilt angle 0 we have supposed that 
electromagnetic shower consists of two kinds of particles: - _. 1 ! 

1) the shower core ones characterised by the effective angle 0c "'0 • and .. ·· 
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2) the shower halo ones which are independent on the incident particle direction 
and their directions are isotropically distributed and thereby could be characterised by 
an average effective angle 8h "' rc/2. 
Consequently, for the quantity q.tr this gives 

(l w 1-w lj I ( J ) 7 
qcff = COi/Si · d · -.--+-.-- "'COi/Si · d ·lW · -.-- J + JJ .. 

sm0c sm0h sm0 ;, 
(8) 

where, dis the fibre diameter, w is the weight of the core shower particles, and 8 is the 
incident particle tilt angle. 
Finally, the. stochastic term coefficient a reads 

~~--~-

a=c• ~- w-(-. 1 
-1)+1 VS: sm0 . 

(9) 

where, c and ware the calorimeter parameters to be foimd. 
Note that the formula (9) has a natural minimum at 8 = rc/2 when the incident 

particle direction is perpendicular to fibre axis. On the other hand the singularity at 0=0 
is not principal as the expression (8) is clearly not valid for very small angles (sin8 :s; 
dll, where L is the fibre length). The singularity could be removed by replacing sin 8 
by sin(8 +8J in (8) and (9), in which 8

0 
defines marginal (8 ➔ 0) value of q.tr. 

To fix the parametrization (9) we have fitted the simulated results presented in the 
previous paragraphs by means of MINUIT minimisation code [9] and have obtained 
the following values for the fitting parameters: c = 17.2 ± 1.0 and w =,0.0-1 ±.0.01. 
Finally, the stochastic term coefficient a can be expressed as: · 

a= 17.2(±1.0)· ~- 0.04(±0.01)-(-.-
1--1)+ I (10) 

~~f ~no 
. A comparison between the stochastic term coefficients calculated by MC 

simulation and those''calculated using the for~ula (10) is shown in Tab.2. Taking i~to 
accountthe comparison between the MC and experiment (see paragraph,4) as well as 
the comparison .. in T,ab.2 one c,an conclude that . the semiempirical formula (10) 
describes the SciFi calorimeter stoch~stic term coefficient as a function of the sampling 
fraction, fibre diameter and tilt angle fairly well. .· . 

From our point of view a parametrization similar t6'that given by (10) could be 
applied tci any other 'sampling typ~ of electromagnetic calorimeter and possibly also to 
hadron ones. It should be also noted that .the similar results, as to the dependence of 
~tochast,ic term on the sampling fractio~ and thickness of active layer, were obtaine'd by 
R.Wigmans [10]. ·· . . . ' 

Conclusion 

The ' energy resolution of electromagnetic SciFi calorimeter has been 
investigated for a variety of the calorimeter parameters (the sampling fraction, tilt 
angle; fibre diameter, _attenuation length and reflectivity). The Monte Carlo results have 
been com1,ared with experimental data. Good agreement between the Monte Carlo and 
experiment has· been found. A simple semiempirical formula for· estimation of the 
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stochastic term coefficient as a function of sampling fraction, fibre diameter and tilt 
angle has been obtained. 

QMC 

[%(GeV)os] 

4.25 
5.59 

6.54 
7.15 
7.71 
8.21 
5.20 
6.84 

8.01 
8.75 
9.44 
10.06 
6.01 ... 
7.90 
9.25 
10.ll 
10.90 
l l.61 
14.85 
10.06 ,cl 

7.72 
ll.60 
16.41 
13.47 
12.34 

26.63 

Table 2. 

0 rnodc1 Tilt Angle Sampling Fibre 
Fraction Diameter 

[%(GeV)05] [deg] [ % ] [mm] 
3.99 + 0.20 15° 9.09 0.50 ' 

5.30 ± 0.27 15° 5.25 0.50 

6.13 + 0.31 15° 3.83 0.50 ' . 
6.79 ·+ 0.34 15° 3.21 0.50 

7.71 ± 0.39 15° 2.76 0.50 

8.32 + 0.42 15° 2.43 0.50 

4.56 ± 0.23 15° 9.09 0.75 

6.36 + 0.32 15° 5.25 0.75 

7.66 + 0.39 15° 3.83 .. 0.75 ' 
s:54 + 0.43 15° 3.21 0.75 ' 

9.15 ± 0.46 15°0 2.76 0.75 :. , r,,, 
·. 

10.17 + 0.51 15° 2.43 0.75 

5.25 + 0.26 15° 9.09 l.00. 

7.77 + 0.39 15° 5.25 l.00! ;-, 

8.82 + 0.44 15° 3.83 l.00 

10.32 ± 0.52 15° 3.21 LOO•. ,. 

11.33 ± 0.57 15° 2.76 .LOO 

12.01 + 0.60 15° 2.43' l.00 . ' 

15.80 ± 0.58 30 2.30 l.00 

10.02· ± 0.15 . -30 ' ' 5.01 LOO 

7.06 + 0.10 1 30. 8.50 LOO 

10.98 ± 0.41 20 2.30 0.50 

16.70 + 0.13 20 2.30 l.00 

15.11 + 0.27 50 2.30 l.00 

13.42 ± 0.21 100 2.30 LOO .. 
27.40 ± 0.43 0.5° 2.30 l.00 

Comparison between the stochastic term coefficients calculated by MC 
simulation (aMc) and those calculated using formula (10) (amodel). 
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lliTSJBHHa rr. "'AP: 
J,fayiieHHe 3HepreTHtiecKoro pa3pemeHHSI 3.JieKTJ)O 

< - ,. • ' • _,. - • 

·Ei-9s.,:s1· 

. Cll,HHTHJIJUIU,HOHHO-BOJIOKOHHOI"O Ka.n:OpHMeTpa . 
- - . -
' MeTO'AOM MO'Ae,IIHpOBaHHSI · . 

:··· JilcnOJib3)'SI nporpaMM?t-,foHT~;.KapJIO, OCHOBa~HYIO ~~ naKeTe GEAN_T, 
' . __ , ,. - ' - - . . · . 

. HCCJie'AOBaJIH 3HepreTHlJeCKOe pa3pemeHHe 3JieKTPOMarHHTHOI"O Cll,HHTHJIJISIU,H-

. OHHO-BOJIOKO~JIOIO ia.n:opHMeTpa KaK cpyHKa;HIO OTHOmeHHSI o6heMOB naCCHB
HOro (norJIOTHTeJibLH aKTHBHOI'O (eoJIOKHa) MaTepmuios;pa'AHyca BOJioirna, 
K03q><pirn,HeHTa npe.n:oMJieHH.sl CBeTa·Ha KOHU,e BOJIOKHa, npo3patJHOCTH BOJIOK
Ha; a faK)Ke y~na HaKJiomi BiieTa10m;eii .tJaCTHU,hl .. IIonyqeHHhle no nporpaM~e 
MOHTe;-KapJio pe'3yJibTaT1~ cpaBHHBa.n:HCb C HMeIOuiHMHCSI 3KCnepHMeHTa.n:b

. HbIMH ;:iaHHblMH, Me)K'Ay 3KCnepHMeHTa.n:bHMMH 'Ac:lHHblMH H ~aHHblMH MO'Ae.: 
JIHposaHHSJ s 6oJibWHHCTBe CJiytJaeB HMeJIOCb xopcimee coOTseTCTBHe. Haii'Aetta 
npOCTaSI cpopMyJia, OilHChIBaIOm;asr CTOXaCTHtJecirnii tJJieff3HepreTHlJeCKOI"O pa3-. . 
pemeHHSI B Bff'Ae g,y~~ll,HH OCHOBHblX napaMerpoB Ka.n:opHMeTpa: .· . . 

:/';. Pa6oTa BblTTOJIHeiia.~ Jla6opaTOpmi M·eptthIX npo6neM OIUIH. · .. · 
,._ . . . . . ... . - ·- - . ~ 

Stavina P. et al. · 
Simulation Studies oflhe Eleci~omagnetic Energy Resolution 
ofScintillating Fibre Calorimeter> . . ,; . 

Using, a Monte Carlo'code based on th.e .GEANT package the energy .. 
resolution of-.a··,s~intillating fibre calorimeter. wasinvestigated as a function 
of the volume ratio of passive (absorber) to active (fibres) material, fibre radius, 
light refl~ction coefficient at fibreeiid; fibre transparency, and incident particle,. 
tilt angle: The obtained MC results were confronted with the ·«:!xisting~ 

. , . experimental data. Good agreement between the simulation and:experiment· 
. was found in most cases:: A simple formula idescribing the stochastic term 
of the energy r~~olutlon.as a ~nction of the calorimeter basitparan1,'eters has 
beenfound[ ... . . . .. . . . . . 

--~>--:- ·-·. --. . <>~-~ 
. The investjgation_.:has .been performed at the -Lalx>ratofy of Nuclear 
-trobiems, ~JN~ .. :· · 


